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ABSTRACT 

Everyone has heard the saying “A picture is worth a thousand words.” This presentation 

illustrates how Cooperative Extension within the School of Forest Resources at Penn 

State – University Park has advocated the use of forest visualization software to aid in the 

understanding of forest management concepts, stewardship, and sustainability. Take a 

look at our examples of :sustainable forestry through seven questions, why and how 

adults learn differently, showing versus teaching the technology, target audiences, 

available resources, and were we’re headed in the future with this amazing technology! 
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What We’ll Cover:

• Sustainable forestry through seven questions
• A simple curriculum 
• Why & how adults learn differently
• Showing versus teaching
• Target audiences
• Available resources
• Where we’re headed
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Seven Questions Seven Questions –– The Basis of the ModelThe Basis of the Model
What happens to Residual TreesWhat happens to Residual Trees

1. Species composition?

2. Seed source?

3. Residual tree quality?

4. Average stand diameter?

What is the Status ofWhat is the Status of RegenerationRegeneration
1. The role of interfering plants?

2. The condition of existing advance regeneration?

3. The impact of deer?



Curriculum
• Evolving for five years

• Sustainable Forest Management Assessment Tool

• Extension web-page resources 

• Online learning module – 11 lessons



Sustainable Forest 
Management Assessment 

Tool



Dichotomous Key

• Residual canopy cover (≥, < 50%)
• Ferns/grass & sedge, woody interference (≥, < 30%) 
• Regeneration (≥, < 70%)
• Interference treatment (planned, not planned)
• Species composition (retained, reduced)
• Seed source (retained, reduced)
• Residual tree quality (retained/improved, reduced)
• Average diameter (maintained/increased, reduced)



Overstory-Species, Diameter,
Quality, Harvest?

• 1/10th acre
• DBH
• 3” and larger
• AGS or UGS





SFI-Logger/Forester Trainings
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VIP/Private Forest Landowner 
Trainings
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Andragogy - Adult Learning*

• Adults learn differently
• Goal orientated 

– Looking for answers
• Lecturing often fails
• Learn well from images
• Concerned about results, not evaluation

*Malcolm Knowles (1984)



A Cautionary Note: A Cautionary Note: 
Don’t Show & Teach at the Same TimeDon’t Show & Teach at the Same Time



Show Them What the System Conveys:

Dynamic Diameter/Species 
Histograms



Or, Teach Them How to Use It:



Try Not To Do Both!

• Participants may   
become lost, confused, 
frustrated, or all three!



Concept Visualization



Concept Visualization

From the Woods 



To the tally sheet

1/10-acre plot

37.2’
• Tree species, diameter



To the Computer!



Diameter Distribution Across 
Fifty years (2012-2062)



Species Distribution Across Thirty 
Years (2012-2042)



Landscape Visualizations





Who’s Using it?



Technical training to PA State 
Service Foresters



Private Landowner Educational 
Programs



In-Service Training PA VIP/Coverts 
(Volunteer Initiative Project)

• Field data collection

• Computer based instruction

• data entry

• stand visualization

• growth projection



Technical Assistance to Industry
“Everyone seeing the model commented on the added 

understanding this brought to the presentation” 



Cooperative Efforts with 
Conservancies

Cases
• Visualizing/projecting “old growth” stand conditions

• Visually communicating “high-grade” rehabilitation 



Why We Know It’s Effective
• Master’s project in 2003 evaluated 239 PA 

landowners in 10 counties
• Attitudes significantly shifted on 10 of 29 

forest management questions following 
exposure to SVS images

• Anecdotal evidence from landowners is 
overwhelming – “I get it!”



Free Resources Available
on Forest Visualization Technology









Forest Management Service Center 
in Fort Collins, Colorado 



The Rural Technology Initiative 



Where We’re Headed
• On-Line Learning Modules
• Blending SF II and Stand Visualization 

System
• PA State Bureau of Forestry implementing 

landscape management
• Continuing professional and landowner 

outreach training/educational meetings





Thanks to Our Funding 
Organizations

• PA Bureau of Forestry 
• USFS Forest Land Enhancement 

Program (FLEP)
• USFS Forest Stewardship Program
• The Pennsylvania State University



Questions?



 

Slide #1 — Over the past year in Pennsylvania we have delivered a suite of Forest 

Visualization Seminars to a number of Stakeholder Groups around the Commonwealth.  

Today we are here to talk to you about how we have done this. 

 

Slide #2 — What We’ll Cover: To convey how we’ve implemented this technology 

across the state, we’re going to address these seven points: 

• Sustainable forestry through seven questions 

• A simple curriculum 

• How adults learn differently 

• Showing versus teaching — we believe this is a very important aspect of 

engaging audiences to embrace this technology 

• The target audiences 

• The available resources, including web resources, where you can find specific 

visualization technology and download it free 

• And then, finally where we’re headed, what we believe will be future steps for 

implementing this technology 

 

Slide 3 — This sustainability model explains how product demand draws products from 

the private forest and the linked roles of forest owners, foresters, loggers, and forest 

industry. Ideally the product produced in the model links back to sustainable supply, but 

too often the cycle does not connect here. Rather the loop is product to supply. And 

although the private forest landowners are the gate keepers to the supply, supply is an 
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intermediate link between sustainable forestry and the private landowner. And in this 

particular slide we have, between supply and the private forest landowner, education and 

incentive. To reach a sustainable forestry outcome, we believe that education and 

incentive will play, and are playing, a significant role in helping private landowners make 

sustainable decisions about the supply base. 

 

Slide 4 — Alternatively, if it isn’t possible to use education and incentives to 

communicate sustainable forestry practices the block can easily be become regulations – 

likely the less preferred alternative. 

Slide 5 — Based on a 1998 study on timber harvesting practices in PA, we propose seven 

questions of the sustainability model (Pell 1998). The focus is on two components –– 1) 

what happens to the residual trees and 2) what is the status of the advance regeneration on 

the ground. 

 

Slide 6 — The curriculum we use to teach sustainable forestry has been evolving for five 

years, The Sustainable Forestry Assessment Tool (Finley et al. 2004). To support it we 

have developed other resources available on the Natural Resource Extension home page 

of Penn State University, RNRext.cas.psu.edu. We plan to continue to evolve this into an 

online learning module which will contain eleven lessons.  
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Slide 7 — Slide 8 — So let’s take a look at the Sustainable Forest Management 

Assessment Tool which uses.  a dichotomous key to guide users decisions. The “key” 

addresses the seven questions on residual trees and regeneration. 

 

Slide 9 — We’ve had considerable success teaching this curriculum. When we teach the 

course participants go out and collect data on a one-tenth acre plot. On those plots they 

measure all trees 3 inches and larger determining: species, DBH, and whether or not the 

tree is acceptable or unacceptable growing stock.   

 

Slide 10 –– Participants enter the data into a tally sheet and indicate acceptable growing 

stock with a plus, unacceptable growing stock with a minus, and then the trees which will 

be cut or removed are circled. The sketched in curves represent the original and residual 

stand conditions. Although it seems complex, loggers and foresters have demonstrated 

they understand this. 

 

Slide 11— In the Sustainable Forestry Initiative Logger/Forester Trainings, logger’s 

perceived increase in forestry knowledge and silviculture, was 100%. Importantly, this 

indicates a willingness to use this information to make better decisions. 

 

Slide 12 –– Private forest landowner’s similarly indicate a hundred percent increase in 

knowledge. They also indicate that 86% of them will use this Sustainability Assessment 

Tool. 
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Slide 13 —We will now move into how adults learn differently. A review of the 

education has uncovered a particular concept, Andragogy, a term coined to describe the 

adult learning process by Malcolm Knowles (Knowles 1984). Knowles champions that 

adults learn differently from children (i.e., pedagogy). Adults are goal orientated and 

therefore looking for answers. On the contrary, in pedagogical situations, the curriculum 

is pre-constructed and the student is encouraged to mold into the established curriculum. 

In adult education, the curriculum really has to be built to provide or orient participants to 

discover the answers they’re looking for. Lecturing often fails.  Long, drawn out lectures 

often don’t meet adult learner’s needs. Adults also learn well from images, and prefer 

image orientated learning situations.  Finally, they are concerned about the results of 

giving their time and participating in an event.  They differ from younger students and are 

not concerned about being evaluated or graded as much as obtaining a useful result. 

 

Slide 14 –– Now a cautionary note about teaching this technology to adults. We have 

discovered over the past couple of years that it is very important not to show and teach 

your audiences about the technology at the same time. 

 

Slide 15 –– Simply, the visualization tools are very powerful if you focus on what the 

system can convey. The histograms created by SVS, such as the diameter distributions or 

the species distributions, allow users to track changes occurring throughout the projected 

growth period. It is easy to see how these images relate to several of the seven questions 

and many components of Knowles concept. Again, the system can be very, very, 

powerful if you focus on what it can convey.   
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Slide 16 — Or, on another tract, you can offer trainings where you explore the intricacies 

of the program and teach them how to use it. Recall the suite of programs involved in 

creating visualizations can be complex. The programs are often intimidating to first time 

users. It is, however, important to know that there has been tremendous progress in the 

past three years. For example, the Inventory Wizard in this image has made data entry 

much more straightforward. Despite the fact that the tools are becoming easier to use, it’s 

important to present one topic or the other, focusing your entire presentation on 

demonstrating or teaching. Try not to do both.   

 

Slide 17 — When you do both, we have found participants may become lost, confused, 

frustrated, or all three.  It only takes one participant in the crowd to ask a fairly technical 

question about the system to move you into a long discourse. If you allow this to happen 

you can digress quickly into some very technical information that may lose most of the 

rest of the audience. If this is going to happen, tell folks that you’ll answer their questions 

after the program or invite them to attend a future training session on system processes.  

 

Slide 18 — We have actually taught people to collect data out in the woods, get it to a 

tally sheet, and create images. 

 

Slide 19 — The process is simple; all you need is a cruising stick and some skills in tree 

identification. 
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Slide 20 — Data collection is easier on a one-tenth acre fixed area plot, or a circle with a 

32.7’ radius. 

 

Slide 21 —The Inventory Wizard makes data entry easy. Creating an image allows you to 

engage the audience – such as this oak/hickory stand in PA. The right side of the slide 

shows the species composition and diameter distribution. 

 

Slide 22 — It is relatively easy to show stand conditions dynamically across time such as 

the diameter distribution from stand initiation: trees two inches or smaller progressing 

from 2012 to 2032 to 2042 to 2062. This particular scenario does not involve any 

management.  The brown on the green bar graphs indicates where mortality has occurred 

across fifty years. 

 

Slide 23 — We can also track the species distribution across the same time period. In our 

initial year all bars within the graph are green, indicating the mortality functions within 

the growth projection system (NE TWIGS in this example) have not been applied to the 

inventory data. However, moving from 2012 to 2022 to 2032 to 2042 the model, as 

indicated in brown within the bars, displays mortality within the stand dynamically across 

that thirty year period. Initially this stand has seven species: ironwood (NC or non-

commercial), red maple, red oak, black birch, white ash, white oak and white pine. 

 

Slide 24 — The suite of visualization systems we are using have the ability to create 

landscape depictions. This Penn State University forest property is a frequently used 
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demonstration site depicting property lines and stands. We have individual management 

stand and management units across a landscape. The lower left hand visualization is of 

another frequently used demonstration area. Importantly, we can move back and forth 

between individual stand management actions and place it on the landscape. 

 

Slide 25 — Using the Landscape Management System (LMS), we can locate a stand in 

the landscape, in its property, in its geographic context. We can also program 

management decisions into the system, grow those decisions into the future and then 

evaluate whether or not the decisions meet established objectives. If they haven’t - these 

decisions are theoretical! We stand the trees back up and try another prescription - 

starting the process over again. 

 

Slide 26 — So who’s using it?  Who have we been teaching this?   

 

Slide 27 — We’ve conducted a number of training sessions for the Pennsylvania 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Bureau of Forestry Service Foresters.  

We have presented to them three times and are making headway in getting them to adopt 

and use this technology to communicate with private forest landowners. 

 

Slide 28 — We have held many educational programs in the Commonwealth and we 

continue to offer programs to private landowners.  This is generally done through 

Landowner Association Meetings where we give an hour to two hour presentation. We 

have held programs at technical schools or high schools where we have had the ability to 
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collect data on a couple of one-tenth acre plots out in the back woodlot, bring them into a 

classroom, input that data, implement different management decisions on the data we’ve 

just collected, and demonstrate the results. This has been very well received. 

 

Slide 29 — We’ve also had in-service trainings with the Pennsylvania Volunteer 

Initiative Project or VIP/Coverts. In a full day session we’ve gone from data collection to 

creating images. 

 

Slide 30 — We have also spent some time with industry with specific objectives for their 

land management. One industry client wanted to show stakeholders its general 

management strategies - commercial thinning operations leading up to a shelterwood 

initiating regeneration. They’ve also used the diameter distributions to explain how 

cutting can accelerate trees into merchantable size classes.  

 

Slide 31 — We also have had cooperative efforts with a couple of conservancies (i.e., the 

Nature Conservancy and the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy). The Nature 

Conservancy is working on an eastern old growth project with the Bureau of Forestry, 

creating visualizations of “old growth” stand conditions based on various management 

decisions today and then projected into the future. These conservancies have expressed 

strong interest in using visualization to communicate approaches to rehabilitate high-

graded forest stands. 
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Slide 32 — Based on a M.S. research project we know visualization is effective (Roth 

2003). The project was conducted through 2002-2003.  We involved 240 private 

landowners in ten Pennsylvania counties. We presented SVS images projected using 

Northeastern Twigs and went through several management scenarios and found out that 

attitudes significantly shifted on 10 of 29 forest management concept questions. In 

addition to the statistical evidence, there was a lot of anecdotal evidence from 

landowners. As one landowner said, “I get it.  I understand.  You’ve been trying to 

explain these things to me for a number of years and through the use of those images I get 

it.” 

Slide 33 — Hopefully we’ve gotten you excited about the abilities of this suite of 

programs.  All the programs discussed today are freeware created by the U.S. Forest 

Service. The Penn State School of Forest Resources, Natural Resources Extension home 

page contains links to USFS websites.   

 

Slide 34 —Please visit RNRext.cas.psu.edu. The arrow on the bottom left of the slide 

directs to the Forest Visualization Software link. 

 

Slide 35 — The link will open up its own page on Forest Visualization Software. You 

can download the Forest Vegetation Simulator Eastern Region or go directly from the 

Forest Service Management Center in Fort Collins, Colorado. We’ve also got the 

Landscape Management System Software directly downloadable from our web page. 

Further down the page is a hot link to the Rural Technology Initiative at the University of 

Washington and who created and maintains the Landscape Management System. 
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Slide 36 — There are also several presentations available in a PDF format.  You can 

download Adobe Acrobat Reader through a link on the site. These presentations will 

assist you in using and navigating through this technology. We’ve created an 

instructional tutorial which provides screenshot by screenshot instructions to enter data 

into the system and create visualizations. There are several example data sets where, if 

you follow the protocol that we have on the page, you can actually download example 

data sets. 

 

Slide 37 — The Forest Management Service Center home page in Colorado contains a 

tremendous amount of information, system description , documentations, and the 

software itself.  We encourage any of you that are interested in the visualization software 

to bookmark this webpage. It’s a must have, must explore.   

 

Slide 38 — Finally, we have a screen shot of the Rural Technology Initiative’s home 

page located at the University of Washington and access to the Landscape Management 

System. 

 

Slide 39 — Concluding, we are working to create online learning modules containing 

eleven lessons.   

 

Slide 40 — Using these lessons participants will demonstrate their understanding after 

each lesson by taking a short quick five question quiz before proceeding on to the next 
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lesson.  The Visualization Software will be an integral part of these learning modules to 

communicate some of the concepts we discussed today. We’re going to continue to work 

on blending Sustainable Forestry Initiative Curriculum with the Stand Visualization 

System.  A macro is being built now that uses data collection for the Sustainable Forestry 

Assessment Tool and converts it into a tree list file used to create stand visualization 

pictures. We are cooperating with the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry to explore their 

interest in Landscape Management and creating landscape level images to visualize and 

construct management plans. 

 

Slide 41 — We plan to have the Sustainable Forestry Learning Module, Understanding 

Sustainable Forestry for Private Forest Landowners up and running by the Spring 2005.   

 

Slide 42 — We want to conclude by thanking our Funding Organizations.  We wish to 

thank the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry, the U.S. Forest Service, and the Forest Land 

Enhancement Program or FLEP, the U.S. Forest Stewardship Program, and The 

Pennsylvania State University. 

 

Thank you. 
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